
D
isappointed commercial counterparties

often assert fraud claims alongside their

contract-based causes of action, perhaps to

exert pressure or perhaps because they

genuinely believe themselves to have been

defrauded. Whatever the motivations,

understanding whether the fraud and contract claims may be

asserted together is of crucial importance in assessing a new

case, not least because “[a]ttaching a tort claim to a breach of

contract action dramatically alters the rules governing dam-

ages.”1 The answer to that question may depend on whether

the claim is heard in state or federal court, even when both
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would purport to apply New Jersey law. 

New Jersey’s federal and state courts

do not have a unified approach to the

question of whether or how contract

claims and fraud claims can coexist.2 For

years, the federal courts in New Jersey

have interpreted New Jersey law as sepa-

rating fraud claims from contract claims

by relying on a distinction between

‘intrinsic’ and ‘extrinsic’ fraud. That is,

statements within (or intrinsic to) a con-

tract can form the basis for a breach of

contract claim, while only statements

outside (or extrinsic to) the contract can

form the basis for a fraud claim. The

same distinction is sometimes described

as separating ‘fraud in the inducement’

from ‘fraud in the performance.’3

This rule has intuitive appeal,

because it subjects matters inside the

contract to contract rules and remedies,

and subjects matters outside the con-

tract to non-contract rules and reme-

dies. Thus, in Bracco, where the plaintiff

claimed the defendant, its contract

counterparty, engaged in a “scheme to

cheat” it by submitting requests for, or

improperly retaining, reimbursements

from the plaintiff to which it was not

entitled, the court held that the claimed

fraud was fraud in the performance, and

was, therefore, not actionable.4

The federal rule also fits together well

with two related concepts—the econom-

ic loss rule and the exception to the

parol evidence rule for fraud claims.

First, the economic loss rule “prohibits

plaintiffs from recovering in tort eco-

nomic losses to which their entitlement

only flows from a contract.”5 The parol

evidence rule generally prohibits the use

as evidence of oral statements “to alter or

vary an integrated written instrument,”

but still permits using oral statements as

proof of fraud, either to render the writ-

ten instrument “void or voidable,” or “to

prosecute a separate action predicated

upon the fraud.”6

A rule that treats intrinsic misrepre-

sentations as breaches of contract can

coexist comfortably alongside these doc-

trines. A different rule, on the other

hand, would require courts in commer-

cial disputes to answer multiple, inde-

pendent questions, such as: 1) does a

particular fraud claim duplicate a breach

of contract claim, 2) is the claimed fraud

barred by the economic loss rule, and 3)

can the claimed misrepresentation be

supported with evidence of extra-con-

tractual statements? If different princi-

ples governed each of those inquiries,

courts would have to harmonize the

three separate, potentially dissonant

answers to those questions. 

Despite the conceptual appeal of the

federal rule, the state courts as a whole

have not embraced it. There are, to be

sure, older New Jersey authorities setting

out a stark division between fraud

claims and contract claims, sometimes

doing so in emphatic terms: “[Defen-

dant] has confused the remedy for fraud

and deceit with the remedy of action on

the contract for breach of warranty.

They are mutually exclusive.”7 More

recent New Jersey authority also gener-

ally supports the separation of tort and

contract claims. “Under New Jersey law,

a tort remedy does not arise from a con-

tractual relationship unless the breach-

ing party owes an independent duty

imposed by law.”8 However, as Saltiel

itself notes, “the boundary line between

tort and contract actions is not capable

of clear demarcation.”9 Indeed, because

fraud is an intentional tort, it might be

said that there is always an independent

duty, because “every person is under a

duty not to commit intentional torts.”10

Hence, while some state court decisions

apply the federal framework, others are

hesitant to endorse it.11

Much of the confusion stems from

the fact that the New Jersey Supreme

Court has addressed the tort/contract

boundary in the context of negligence

or product liability—but not fraud—

and in the context of contracts for the

purchase of goods covered by the Uni-

form Commercial Code (UCC). The

New Jersey Supreme Court adopted the

economic loss rule in Spring Motors Dis-

tributors v. Ford Motor Co.,12 when it held

that “a commercial buyer seeking dam-

ages for economic loss resulting from

the purchase of defective goods may

recover...for breach of warranty under

the UCC, but not in strict liability or

negligence.” 

Spring Motors required the Court to

“reconsider the policies underlying the

doctrine of strict liability and those

underlying the UCC.”13 Within that

context, the Court explained that “tort

principles, such as negligence, are better

suited for resolving claims involving

unanticipated physical injury, particu-

larly those arising out of an accident,”

while contract principles “are generally

more appropriate for determining

claims for consequential damage that

the parties have, or could have,

addressed in their agreement.”14

The New Jersey Supreme Court then

elaborated on the economic loss rule in

Alloway v. General Marine Industries,

L.P.,15 again in the context of a sale of

goods covered by the UCC and claims of

negligence and breach of warranty. In

Alloway, the plaintiff purchased what it

claimed was a defective boat, which

sank, and asserted claims “in negligence

and strict liability for economic loss[.]”16

In addition to discussing Spring Motors’

observations about the roles of tort and

contract principles, Alloway canvassed

the law of other jurisdictions and agreed

with the majority that the UCC repre-

sents a statutory allocation of risk

between purchasers and sellers that

should govern claims for economic loss-

es. However, Alloway also noted that

“victims of fraud or unconscionable

conduct possess substantial rights to

recover for common-law fraud or for

violations of various state and federal

statutes.”17 Against the background of

“judicial decisions and statutory enact-

ments, including the UCC,” that “pro-
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tect consumers from overreaching,” the

Alloway Court considered “a tort cause

of action for economic loss” to be

“superfluous and counterproductive.”18

Alloway’s observations about which

cases are “better suited” to resolution

by tort or contract principles are diffi-

cult to reconcile with its express carve-

out for common law fraud, and it is not

clear whether a transaction concerning

something other than the sale of goods

(such as an agreement for services or

the sale of real property) would be

treated differently in the absence of the

UCC’s language preserving fraud

claims. There is, consequently, tension

between the federal approach and the

reasoning of Alloway, which assumed

the existence of viable fraud claims.

The federal approach may also be diffi-

cult to apply in practice on occasion.19

But the federal approach is an internal-

ly consistent conceptual scheme that

fits together well with other rules that

differentiate between tort and contract

actions. As it seems to be the only

framework that courts have articulated

for deciding whether fraud and con-

tract claims can coexist under New Jer-

sey law, it is important for practitioners

to understand. 

In the context of fraud claims arising

from commercial transactions, the state

and federal courts of New Jersey, while

in theory both applying New Jersey law,

find themselves in the same practical sit-

uation that prevailed prior to Erie Rail-

road Co. v. Tompkins,20 in which the exis-

tence (or non-existence) of federal

jurisdiction could change the rule of

substantive law that governed a dispute.

While different practitioners (and differ-

ent political constituencies) may have

different preferred resolutions to this

question, the authors agree with Judge

Freda Wolfson’s observation that courts

in New Jersey “would greatly benefit

from the guidance of the New Jersey

Supreme Court in this regard and it is

hoped that the New Jersey Supreme

Court will take the opportunity to clari-

fy this area of law when the issue is next

presented to the Court.”21 �
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